Purpose: explore how political (local conflicts) and economical (sanctions imposed by us and Europe governments) shocks affect local financial market «Risk -Return» curve. Discussion: we use modern portfolio theory to build «before shock Risk -Return curve» and «after shock Risk -Return curve». for the «before shock» period we use securities prices from 31 Dec 2011 to 31 Dec 2013. «after shock» period is defined from 31 Dec 2013 to 31 Dec 2015. We then compare two curves and summarize our results. Results: we see that «after shock Risk -Return curve» lies righter than the «before shock» one. We observe growth in risk in recent 2 years. finally, we see that in the «after shock» period investors could gain returns that they couldn't reach in the «before shock' period.
Introduction
modern portfolio theory (mPt) is a theory of finance that attempts to maximize portfolio expected return for a given amount of portfolio risk, or equivalently minimize risk for a given level of expected return, by carefully choosing the proportions of various assets. harry markowitz introduced this theory in 1952 in his article [7] and a book in 1959 [8] . In our article we use mPt to construct «Risk -Return» curve for Russian financial market. In our case, Russian market includes major securities («blue chips») that represent key sectors of the economy.
Methodology
We construct two portfolios (two «Risk -Return» curves) -«before shock» and «after shock» -and determine how shocks influence local financial market. «Before shock» period for risk-return calculation is determined from 31 December 2011 to 31 December 2013 when political and other factors that influence the economy were pretty stable [1] [2] [3] . «after shock» period is determined from 31 December 2013 to 31 December 2015 and represents period of political (crimea conflict) and economical (sanctions posed on Russian economy by governments of usa and Europe) influences on the whole Russian economy and local financial market in particularly. We explore how such shocks changed, if they are, a position of local market «Risk -Return» curve and what is the difference between «before» and «after shock» periods. We include following 9 securities in our portfolio: norilsk nickel (GmKn), avtovaz (avaZ), severstal (chfm), Rosseti (RstI), lukoil (lKOh), magnit (mGnt), Polyus Gold (PlZl), sberbank (sBER), Pharmstandard (Phst). all of them are traded on the «moscow Exchange mIcEXRts».
In theory there exist different approaches to find weights of securities that bring minimum level of risk for a given level of return. In our little survey we do this calculus in R using function «solve.QP» from package «Quadprog». this implies using approach supplied by Goldfarb and Idnani in [5, 7] . We determine vector of returns and use quadratic programming (solve.QP function) to find combinations of weights minimizing vector of standard deviations. In matrix formulation we minimize following expression with constraint , where and matrix and vector to be minimized, is a vector holding the values of and is a matrix containing the non-zero elements of the matrix that defines the constraints.
Practice part
first, we download data for Russian companies («blue chips») that represent main industries in the economy. We use period between 01 Jan 2012 and 31 Dec 2013. a code below is shown only for one stock (GmKn) to calculate its monthly returns. a code for other assets is the same and will be lying behind the scenes. GMKN.data <-read.csv("GMKN_120101_131231.csv", header = T, sep = ";") GMKN.data <-GMKN.data [-25, ] then we group our data of returns into one table. We calculate average return for each asset using apply operator in R. We determine minimum and maximum returns that we will need in further analysis. finally, we calculate variance-covariance matrix for our set of returns. now we create vectors for return, standard deviation and weights for our portfolio. While in our case quadratic programming finds the combination of securities that yield minimum risk for a specific level of return, we need to set our return target vector. lower bound of this vector will, obviously, be the minimum return in our matrix of returns. It is not so obvious which value to choose for our upper bound of the vector of target returns. since we allow short selling we may achieve higher return than the maximum return in a matrix of returns. In our case as an upper bound for the target vector we use maximum return multiplied by 2 as it suggested in [4] .
Russian_1.tgt.ret <-seq(Russian_1.min.ret, Russian_1.max.ret*2, length = 100) Russian_1.tgt.sd <-rep(0, length = 100) Russian_1.wgt <-matrix(0, nrow = 100, ncol = 9)
We are ready to run the optimizer. for this purposes we use function «solve.QP» from the package «Quadproq». Optimizer will fill in with appropriate values our standard deviations and weights vectors. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  ## [36] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  ## [71] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 since everything is okay, let's fix a range of standard deviation (risk) of our portfolio.
Russian_1.sd.range <-range(Russian_1.portfolio$Risk) Russian_1.sd.range ## [1] 0.02674009 0.07832675
We do the same procedure for our Russian securities in period from 01 Jan 2014 to 31 Dec 2015. as we remember this is the period when Russian economy suffered different kinds of shocks such as imposed sanctions from us and Europe governments. since the code for this procedure is exactly the same we will hide it.
now we combine all our data of returns into one table. We fix a range of standard deviation for this portfolio. We observe huge difference. While for the first portfolio the range equals to 0.05 for the second one it is 0.16. In other words, range for the standard deviation of the portfolio «after shock» exceeds the same range for «Before shock» portfolio 3 times (3.084143 to be precise). let's plot our «Risk-Return» curves for both portfolios to illustrate our results.
plot(x = Russian_1.portfolio$Risk, y = Russian_1.portfolio$Return, type = "l", lwd = 2, xlim = c(0.025, 0.205), ylim = c(-0.04, 0.155), col = "blue", xlab = "Portfolio risk", ylab = "Portfolio return", main = "Comparing two portfolios", cex.axis = 1.2, cex.lab = 1.5, cex.main = 1.5) lines(x = Russian_2.portfolio$Risk, y = Russian_2.portfolio$Return, lwd = 2, lty = 2, col = "red") legend('bottomright', c("'Before shock' portfolio", "'After shock' portfolio"), lty = c(1, 2), lwd = c(2, 2), cex = 1.2, col = c("blue", "red"))
fig. 1. Portfolio's «Risk -Return» curves comparison
We see that after shock risk-return curve lies righter than before the shock one. for every chosen return «before shock» portfolio brings lower risk (standard deviation) than «after shock» one. In other words, in «after shock» period Russian market became more riskier. furthermore, from the graph we see that in «after shock» period we can achieve returns that were couldn't reach in the «before shock» period.
Conclusion
In this article we investigated how political and economical shocks influenced Russian financial market. We used mPt approach to construct «Risk -Return» curves for «before shock» and «after shock» periods. then we compared both curves and determined following results of our research: 1) Russian «after shock» financial market brings higher risk for an investor for every set of returns than the «before shock» one;
2) Risk (standard deviation) range of the «after shock» market exceeds risk range of the «before shock» market 3 times;
3) Due to growth in risk on «after shock» market investors now may achieve returns that they couldn't achieve on the «before shock» one.
Please note that the research conducted in this article is based on particular set of securities that -in our opinion -may represent Russian financial market. Results may vary due to different sets of assets used in an analysis 1 .
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Воронежский государственный университет, Университетская пл., 1, Воронеж, Россия, 394006; e-mail: ivan.nikita2010@yandex.ru Цель: исследовать как политические (локальный конфликт) и эконо-мические (санкции со стороны США и ЕС) шоки влияют на кривую «риск -доходность» локального фондового рынка. Обсуждение: мы используем современную портфельную теорию для построения кри-вой «риск -доходность» «до шока» и «после шока». В качестве пери-ода «до шока» мы используем период между 31 декабря 2011 года по 31 декабря 2013 года. Период «после шока» определим как промежу-ток времени между 31 декабря 2013 года и 31 декабря 2015 года. Мы сравним две полученные кривые и проинтерпретируем полученные результаты. Результаты: видим, что кривая «риск -доходность» «по-сле шока» лежит правее аналогичной кривой «до шока». Наблюдает-ся рост риска для инвестора за последние 2 года. Кроме того, видим, что в период «после шока» инвестор может получить доходность, ко-торая была ему недоступна в период «до шока».
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